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Children will laugh out loud at the story and pictures in this sixth book in the easy-to-read Fly Guy

series!"Flies can't play football," says the coach. But Fly Guy and Buzz are determined to prove him

wrong. New readers will experience both pride and delight as they read the simple text and look at

the funny pictures of Fly Guy trying to kick a football, go out for a pass, and tackle his friend Buzz. In

the end Fly Guy scores and gets to do his hilarious touchdown dance.Hooray for Fly Guy!
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My 6 year old son and I loved this new addition to Tedd Arnold's Fly Guy series. When Buzz's

football team is short a player, his pet Fly Guy tries to help out. But can a fly really play football?I

won't spoil the ending (which had my son rolling on the floor laughing), except to say that Fly Guy

helps score the winning touchdown in the big game using the kind of trick play you'd expect to find

in Arnold's irreverent playbook. Another wonderful and fun book for the early reader!

The Fly Guy series of books are fun to read with young readers (with enough sly references for

adults to enjoy). The illustrations are amusing, the story lines are engaging and they really help

capture the interest of children. Particularly useful for children who are not especially interested in



reading. My almost 5 year old grandson is not a "book" child and he loves them - hence my

purchase of 3 more for his upcoming birthday!

Tedd Arnold books are great for any fun loving boy (or girl, for that matter). The humor that Tedd

Arnold incorporates in his books makes not only a 6 year old boy laugh but also the adult reading it

with him. I never walk away from reading his stories in a grumpy spirit. The illustrations are

wonderful and make the books even more exciting!

I love the fly guy series. However, I did not like this particular book. It was about how Buzz and Fly

Guy win a football game by Fly Guy messing up the players on the other team -it seemed like

cheating to me and therefore this is not a book I recommend.

My son loves to read and Fly Guy is one of our tops in books. These books are very amusing. Great

stories, funny drawings and perfect for keeping a young boy's interest in reading. I find that so

important as a parent.

My son is in 1st grade and loves these books. He has struggled with wanting to read so finding

these books was amazing. He reads them to his little sister or on his own or to me. The pictures are

so bright and fun and the reading is fun too.

This book is great for little boys just learning to read. It's funny, engaging and about a bug! Good

sturdy paperback, very nice quality pages. I would recommend for this for any parent of a little boy, I

would think most girls would like this too.

I like this book. You should read it. Fly Guy does funny things because Fly Guy was trying to tackle

Buzz but Buzz wouldn't fall down. My favorite character is Fly Guy because he's really brave when

he catches the football. It teaches about football like throwing, running, and kicking. I hope you read

it. I give it 5 stars!
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